How to reach the ifeu Berlin office

- **Arriving by bike/foot**
  
  Leave the station through the exit „Washingtonplatz“.  
  At the river („Spree“) turn left into „Rahel-Hirsch-Straße“. 300 meters after crossing the bridge („Hugo-Preuß-Brücke“), turn left into „Reinhardtstraße“. You will find the office some 100 meters later on the left side of the street.  
  (Also see map)  
  (Travel time by bike about 3 Min.; walk time about 11 Min.)

- **Using public transportation from the train station:**
  
  Leave the station through the exit „Washingtonplatz“. 
  Take the Bus „TXL”(direction „Alexanderplatz”; bus stop see map) and get off one station later at „Karlplatz“. To reach the office you have to walk some 150 meters back (against travel direction of the bus) on „Reinhardtstraße“.  
  (Also see map)  
  (Travel time by bus some 3 Min.; total travel time about 11 Min.)

- **Taxi from the Train Station:** (Travel time about 3 Min)

- **Arriving by car**
  
  **Coming from the north (-west; A24 Hamburg):**
  A10 ➔ Exit 31 („Kreuz Oranienburg“) ➔ A111 (direction „Berlin-Zentrum (Zoo)/Berlin-Reinickendorf“) ➔ Exit 10 („Saatwinkler Damm“) ➔ „Saatwinkler Damm“ (direction „Flughafen Tegel“) ➔ „Saatwinkler Damm“ (becomes „Beusselstraße“) – (about 3 km) ➔ about 750 meters after crossing the urban railway tracks turn onto the 3rd street to the left ➔ „Turnstraße“ – (about 1 km) ➔ at subway station „Turnstraße“ turn onto the 1st street to the right ➔ „Stormstraße“ ➔ immediately turn onto the 1st street on the left ➔ „Alt-Moabit“ – (about 1,8 km) ➔ arriving at the river („Spree“) turn left onto „Rahel-Hirsch-Straße“ (rest see map)

  **Coming from the south (Heidelberg):**
  A115 ➔ Exit 1 („Dreieck Funkturm“) ➔ A100 (direction „Hamburg/Wedding/Zentrum/ Messedamm ICC“) – (about 1,3 km) ➔ keep to the right (direction „Zentrum/Messedamm/Messegelände ICC“) ➔ „Messedamm“ – (about 750 m) ➔ at subway station „Kaiserdammm“ turn to the right ➔ „Kaiserdammm“ (B2/B5; becomes „Bismarckstraße“ and „Straße des 17. Juni“) – (about 6 km) ➔ 500 m before „Brandenburg Gate“ turn to the left ➔ „Yitzhak-Rabin-Straße“ (becomes „Heinrich-von-Gagern-Straße“) – follow the street for about 400 m. (rest see map)